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Friday, October 26, 2007

Reader Feedback

Life stages know no income bounds
Boston Business Journal

To the editor: I enjoyed your recent feature on kalily Inc.'s creative enterprise in "first
menstruation gift boxes" ("Local startup rolls the dice in maturing industry," Oct. 19,
2007).

I particularly appreciated the fact that kalily's co-founder, Lynne Marlette, hoped to
capitalize on the positive aspects of life changes for young women. Marlette indicated that
the young women she had polled all agreed that there is a need for such a product.

I would be curious, then, into which income brackets these young women fall. Marlette
plans to charge over $100 for the kits, and to derive most of her revenue from kit sales.

If that is the case, then I wish her the best of luck, but am afraid that her mission and her
motives appear contradictory.

Attempting to promote an ideology through commercialization is one thing, but exploiting
a life change is quite another.

After spending two years as a youth worker for the city of Boston, I will attest that not one
of our teenagers or their parents would likely have spent -- or could even have afforded to
spend -- over $100 to "celebrate" menstruation, especially when a package of 24 maxi
pads runs around $4.

The market into which kalily Inc. seeks to expand is likely one in which young women are
already well-served with resources and products to help them understand this life change.
The noble challenge for kalily would be to make its gift box both affordable and accessible
for low-income families, for whom resources that celebrate young women are scarce.

Kendra Stanton Lee, Dorchester
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